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INTRODUCTION

Two Superlative Forms
• Inflectional (or Morphological) superlatives
– X-est
– best, latest, broadest, busiest

• Periphrastic (or Analytical) superlatives
– Most + X.
– most apt, most popular, most extreme, most
comfortable

Inflectional/Periphrastic (I/P) Variation
• Some adjectives (especially two-syllable ones)
allow both forms to different degree.
• Examples
1. ablest vs. most able
2. costliest vs. most costly
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I/P Variation (Superlatives)
• Able (44 “ablest” vs 71 “most able”)
– But, without trying to flatter you, you're one of the
ablest accountants in the City. (BNC-H0D-2501)
– Three lords — two of them our most able captains —
leaving us on such a quest.’ (BNC-GWF-1258)

• Costly (27 “costliest” vs 18 “most costly”)
– Generally the shortest channels are the costliest.
(BNC-K94-942)
– I love beautiful things, simple things, but they are the
most costly. (BNC-EVH-514)
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I/P Variation & Coordinated Superlatives
• A & B, e.g. ‘thirsty and hungry’
• If (i) we want to turn both “A” and “B” into the superlatives,
and (ii) “A” and “B” allow I/P variation, what would be the
most likely pattern?
• Does coordination have an effect on the choice?
Patterns

Examples

Symmetric

A-est and B-est

ablest and costliest

Asymmetric

A-est and most B

ablest and most costly

Asymmetric

most A and B-est

most able and costliest

Symmetric

most A and most B

most able and most costly

???

most X1 and X2

most able and costly

Why Study I/P Variation in
Coordinate Structure?
1. It has been observed that coordination rather strongly
favors ‘like’ categories, i.e. parallelism (Chomsky 1965;
Goodall 1987; Levy 2004 among others).
2. Psycholinguistic research also supports the claim that
syntactic priming effects can be found in language
comprehension and production.
– i.e. structures are more likely to be reused

• All these suggest that when two superlatives are
coordinated, they are likely to be of the same form (if
there is such a choice).

Prediction of Parallelism Hypothesis
• Symmetric coordination is more preferred
– “ablest and costliest” (AJS & AJS)
– “most able and most costly” (most AJ0
& most AJ0)
• Asymmetric coordination is less preferred
– “ablest and most costly” (AJS & most
AJ0)
– “most able and costliest” (most AJ0 &
AJS)

Surprise!
• The prediction turns out to be wrong when
we examine the patterns of superlative
coordination in the British National Corpus!
• The ordering of the two superlatives, however,
is not random. Instead, native speakers favor a
configuration where the ‘heavier’ or ‘more
complex’ conjunct is put in the second
conjunct. (End-Weight Principle).

PARALLELISM IN COORDINATION

Parallelism in Coordination
(Corpus Findings)
• Though the ‘parallelism constraint’ in coordination
has been shown not to be absolute (see (1)—(3)),
the preference for coordinating ‘likes’ is statistically
overwhelming.

Unlike Coord. containing NP
NP coordination
% Unlike Coord.2

WSJ Brown Switchboard
60
35
98
9201
2470
3083
0.6%
1.4%
3.1%

Table 1: Empirical frequencies of unlike coordinations containing NP

Levy (2004)

ive overall level of formality: WSJ > Brown > Switchboard; Chinese

Parallelism in Coordination
(Corpus Findings)
• Leech & Culpeper (1997: 367): “When two or more adjectives
are combined in coordination, our prediction was that there
would be a tendency for the same type of comparison to be
favoured, where a choice existed, in each segment of the
coordinate construction.” … Superlatives in coordination “would
match a neighboring periphrastic or inflectional superlative”.
• Examples from L&C
Lindquist (2000) also
1. Proved to be most interesting and certainly most lively
mentions coordinated
2. thirstier and hungrier and wearier
and unhappier
comparatives.
• L&C: 71.9% (out of 64 examples) involve symmetric coordination.
– Does 71.9% mean coordination structure increases the chance of
symmetric coordination? This is not clear without benchmarking!!!

Parallelism in Coordination
(Psycholinguistic Findings)
• Frazier et al. (2000)
– Syntactic parallelism facilitated coordination
comprehension.
– comprehension of the 2nd conjunct is faster if it
has the same structure as the 1st conjunct

• Bock (1986); Pickering & Ferreira (2008)
among others
– Structural priming at different levels is found in
language production.
– Prediction: the form in 1st conjunct primes that in
2nd conjunct --> symmetric coordination

Research Questions
• Does coordination really promote symmetric
superlative when at least one of the conjunct
allows I/P alternation? To what extent?
• If parallelism is not a good explanation (which
turns out to be case), what is the explanation
of the coordination patterns?

Methodology
• British National Corpus
• Pattern: A and B
– “A” and “B” are superlatives
– At least one conjunct in the above pattern show I/P
variation in BNC
– Coordination with 3 or most conjuncts is not
considered.
– All coordination examples have the connective “and”.

• Number of relevant examples: 719

Examples (1)
• Examples where only one superlative allows
I/P variation
1. Yet in all but a very few, it is people that are
the organisation's most costly and most
valuable asset. (H7B-426)
2. This is the clearest and most concise account
of the rejection of fussy Victorian historicism.
(A8B-102)

Examples (2)
• Examples where both superlatives allow variation
1. Even Daddy, wisest and kindest of men, seemed
to suffer from the same delusion. (GVT-348)
2. Consider, first, the easiest and simplest source of
innovation opportunity: the unexpected. (FAH53)
3. Silver Helm Knights are drawn from all the
realms of Ulthuan and include many of its finest
and most noble sons. (DM1-1757)

RESULTS

Coordinated Superlatives (All)

[with at least one conjunct allowing I/P alternation]
Pattern

Frequency

Percentage

AJS & AJS

371

51.60%

AJS & most AJ0

324

45.06%

most AJ0 & AJS

9

1.25%

most AJ0 & most AJ0

15

2.09%

SUM

719

100.00%

• 53.69% of the data involves
symmetric coordination.

AJS = infl. superlative
AJ0 = base adjective

Parallelism: a good explanation?
• If parallelism is a strong constraint, it is surprising
that only 53.69% of the cases are of the
symmetric kind. (c.f. L&C 1994: 71.9%)
• BUT one may argue that perhaps the figure
would be even lower if there is no coordination.
It is still possible that coordination increases the
amount of symmetric coordination.
• How can we tell whether coordination increases
the amount of symmetric coordination?

Benchmarking I/P Alternation
• We examined all non-coordinated superlatives
that allows I/P alternation in the BNC.
Form

Frequency

Percentage

inflectional

19,825

80%

periphrastic

5071

20%

Total

24,896

100.00%

• Ratio of Inflectional vs. Periphrastic = 4:1
• In other words, if we randomly pick any
superlative that allows I/P alternation from the
BNC, there is 80% chance that it is an inflectional
superlative. The alternation is biased.

Benchmarking I/P Alternation
• Suppose coordination does not have any
impact on the I/P alternation. There is 68%
chance that we would get symmetric
coordination.
1. “AJC & AJC”: 64% (i.e. 80% x 80%)
2. “most AJ0 & most AJ0”: 4% (i.e. 20% x 20%)
• Symmetric coordination is expected to be the
more common pattern anyway.

Parallelism: a good explanation? (1)
• If coordination promotes more symmetric
forms, we expect to have a figure >68%.
However, the percentage of symmetric forms
in BNC is lower than expected, only 53.69%.

Parallelism: a good explanation? (2)
• Further problem with the parallelism account
• Parallelism cannot explain why “AJS & most
AJ0” (45.06%) is much more frequent than
“most AJ0 & AJS” (1.25%).
• Both should be disfavored more or less to the
same extent.

MORE DETAILED ANALYSIS OF
DIFFERENT KINDS OF COORDINATION

Coordination – A (fixed) & B (I/P)
Pattern

Frequency

Percentage

AJS & AJS

173

80.47%

AJS & most AJ0

32

14.88%

most AJ0 & AJS

6

2.79%

most AJ0 & most AJ0

4

1.86%

215

100.00%

Total

• Expected: 77.21% symmetric coordination
• Actual: 82.33% symmetric coordination
• Coordination somewhat increases symmetricity.
– Consistent with parallelism hypothesis

Coordination – A (I/P) & B (fixed)
Pattern

Frequency

Percentage

AJS & AJS

88

25.00%

AJS & most AJ0

256

72.73%

most AJ0 & AJS

1

0.28%

most AJ0 & most AJ0

7

1.99%

352

100.00%

Total

• Expected: 35.17% symmetric coordination
• Actual: 26.99% asymmetric coordination
• Coordination decreases symmetricity.
– Inconsistent with parallelism hypothesis

Coordination – A (I/P) & B (I/P)
Pattern

Frequency

Percentage

AJS & AJS

110

72.37%

AJS & most AJ0

36

23.68%

most AJ0 & AJS

2

1.32%

most AJ0 & most AJ0

4

2.63%

152

100.00%

Total

• Expected: 77.63% symmetric coordination
• Actual: 75.00% symmetric coordination
• Coordination slightly decreases symmetricity.

Symmetric Coordination

[only one conjunct allows I/P alternation]
• If parallelism has a strong effect, the cases
described in the previous 3 slides should let us
see the effect.
• The actual % should be higher than the
expected %.
• However, the prediction is not borne out.

Interim Summary of Symmetricity
No. of Cases
A (fixed) & B (I/P)
215
A (I/P) & B (fixed)
352
A (I/P) & B (I/P)
152
•
•
•

Expected
77.21%
35.17%
77.63%

Actual
82.33% (✓)
26.99% (✗)
75.00% (✗)

The difference between the expected and actual count seems
minimal. In fact, PH often makes the wrong prediction.
Parallelism cannot explain why “AJC & most AJ0” (45.06%) is
much most frequent than “most AJ0 & AJC” (1.25%).
Among cases where only one conjunct allows I/P variation,
52.03% of them are asymmetric.

• Conclusion: Parallelism does not offer a good
explanation of the data.

• How should we explain the data?

END WEIGHT PRINCIPLE

End-Weight Principle
• It has been noted in the literature of grammar and linguistic
processing that “heaviness” (or complexity) plays a role,
e.g. Heavy NP Shift.
• End-Weight Principle (Hawkins 1995; Levy 2004; Grafmiller
& Shih 2011)
• Heavier or most complex elements are delayed.
• The second conjunct is generally “heavier” than the first
conjunct.
• ✓ A and

B

• ✓

A

and

B

• ✗

A

and B

A and

B

• “In the case of two superlatives, one of which is formed by means
of a suffix and the other periphrastically, the one with suffix was
usually preposed.” (Rohr 1929: 111 cited in Mondorf 2003).
a. ... their tentative mockery grows bolder and most wild, ...
(Guardian 1994)
b. My mind's [sic! ] clearer and most free, .. . (Guardian 1991)
c. ... the party's aim for a fairer and most just society ...
(Guardian 1993)
d. ... as he grew older and most sick. (Guardian 1993)
e. ... a wider and most bleak picture for the US motor industry
(Guardian 1993)

A and

B

• Reversing the order is perceived to be not as
good (Mondorf 2003).
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

?grows more bold and wilder
?more clear and freer
?...more fair and juster
?...grew more old and sicker
?... a more wide and bleaker picture

End-Weight Principle
• “Heaviness”

– structurally most complex (e.g. Hawkins 1994, 2004;
Grafmiller & Shih 2011)

• Early Immediate Constituents (Hawkins 2004: 32)

– The human parser prefers linear orders that minimize
Constituent Recognition Domains (by maximizing their
IC-to-nonIC [or IC-to-word] ratios), in proportion to
the minimization difference between competing
orders.
– e.g. Particle movement, Heavy NP shift, Extraposition
– Joe look up the number vs. Joe looked the number
that Mary had forgotten up

End-Weight Principle
• The 1st conjunct is not heavier than the 2nd
conjunct.
• ✓ A<B
• ✓ A=B
• ✗ A>B

“Heaviness”
• Two measures of “heaviness”
1. Syntactic complexity

– more complex --> heavier (periphrastic > inflectional)

2. Length (syllable count)

– No. of syllables/words (Wasow 2002; Grafmiller &
Shih)

• The above two constraints predict that
periphrastic superlative will tend to be placed in
the second conjunct.

End-Weight (by Syntactic Complexity)
Pattern

Frequency

Percentage

AJS & AJS

371

51.60%

AJS & most AJ0

324

45.06%

most AJ0 & AJS

9

1.25%

most AJ0 & most AJ0

15

2.09%

SUM

719

100.00%

AJS = infl. superlative
AJ0 = base adjective

Cases compatible with End-Weight Principle

(by syntactic complexity) account for 98.75%

Relative Weight of Conjuncts
(Syllable Count)
Pattern

Frequency

Percentage

A>B

52

7.23%

A=B

287

39.92%

A<B

380

52.85%

Total

719

100.00%

Cases compatible with End-Weight Principle

(by syntactic complexity) account for 92.77%

End-Weight (by Syllable Count)
[Relative Weight of Conjuncts]
Coord 1
Coord 2

1

2

1

3

4

10

1

5

Total
11

2

18

242

28

3

2

293

3

13

141

44

6

2

206

4

3

92

32

1

5

60

8

68

6

9

4

13

554

117

Total

34

10

Cases compatible with End-Weight Principle

(by syntactic complexity) account for 92.77%

128

4

719

Conclusion
• Parallelism does not look like a useful explanation (a weak
one, at best) of coordinated superlatives.
• Previous studies, e.g. L&C (1994) hasn’t taken into account
the strong bias towards inflectional form in the I/P
alternation in their evaluation. We have provided a better
evaluation methodology.
• The speaker tends to arrange the conjuncts in such a way
that the heavier superlative (by syntactic complexity or by
syllable count) occurs in the second conjunct.
• The End-Weight Principle overrides parallelism.
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A (I/P) and B (P), where A prefers “P” form,
76% (16) changed to unpreferred “I” form
Pattern

Frequency

Percentage

kw-AJS and most AJ0

16

76.19%

kw-most AJ0 and most AJ0

5

23.81%

21

100.00%

Total

- 76% data changed to violate Parallelism, and
conform End-weight Principle
- Only 23.81% stay unchanged even though
inflectional form is the default preferred form for
such superlatives.

End-Weight Principle
A>B

A=B

A<B

SUM

Consist
with EWP

AJS & AJS

38

259

74

371

89.76%

AJS & most AJ0

1

22

301

324

99.70%

most AJ0 & AJS

9

9

0%

most AJ0 & most AJ0

4

6

5

15

73.33%

52

287

380

719

92.77%

pattern

Total

• The end weight principle accounts for 92.77% of the data.
• The observation that “AJS & most AJ0” (99.70%) is much most
frequent than “most AJ0 & AJS” (0%) receives a natural
explanation.

Only one conjunct allows
I/P

Count

Percentage

B<A

42

7.41%

B=A

193

34.04%

B>A

332

58.55%

Total

567

100.00%

• Our explanation is that the examples are
92.59% consistent with the End Weight
Principle.

